Abstract|The e cient representation and encoding of signals with limited resources, e.g., nite storage capacity and restricted transmission bandwidth, is a fundamental problem in technical as well as biological information processing systems. Typically, under realistic circumstances, the encoding and communication of messages has to deal with different sources of noise and disturbances. In this paper, we propose a unifying approach to data compression by robust vector quantization, which explicitly deals with channel noise, bandwidth limitations, and random elimination of prototypes. The resulting algorithm is able to limit the detrimental e ect of noise in a very general communication scenario. In addition, the presented model allows us to derive a n o vel competitive neural networks algorithm, which c o vers topology preserving feature maps, the so-called neural-gas algorithm, and the maximum entropy soft-max rule as special cases. Furthermore, continuation methods based on these noise models improve the codebook design by reducing the sensitivity to local minima. We show an exemplary application of the novel robust vector quantization algorithm to image compression for a teleconferencing system.
I. Introduction
Vector quantization 1 , 2 is a central topic in data compression and signal processing, which deals with the problem of encoding an information source by means of a nite size codebook. In many cases, the probability density function of the source is not known a priori, but a sample set of training data vectors X = fx i which is basically an extension of the generalized Lloyd method 7 . Close relatives from cluster analysis are the ISODATA method 8 and the K means algorithm 9 .
Competitive learning algorithms very similar to on-line adaptive v ector quantization techniques have been discussed extensively in the neural networks literature 10 , 11 , 12 , 13 , where the prototypes Y correspond to synaptic weights of neurons, e.g., the center of their receptive eld in the input signal space. This close link between adaptive codebook design and unsupervised learning algorithms has often been ignored, but is today w ell established 14 , 15 , 16 . A common trait of these algorithms is a competitive stage which precedes each learning step and decides to what extend a neuron may adapt its weights to a new stimulus x. The simplest and most prototypical learning rule is Winner-Take-All WTA learning 17 , where adaptation is restricted to the single neuron which best matches x. W T A learning assures that di erent neurons are tuned to di erent parts of the input space.
In the context of neural networks a lot of emphasis has been put on learning algorithms which not only produce sparse representations of the data, but possess some additional features, like: generating topographic organization of neurons 11 , 18 , avoiding unused `dead' units 19 , accelerating the learning phase 12 , avoiding local minima and over tting 13 , adding complexity costs 16 , learning in non-stationary environments 20 , balancing adaptation frequencies 21 , and incorporating learning history 22 . A common means to achieve many generalizations of this kind is by soft competition. B y w eakening the WTA restriction, soft competition enables more than a single neuron to adapt on presentation of a pattern x n+1 . Each neuron has got an individual relative adaptation strength n+1 x n+1 . The general form of the soft competition learning rule considered in this paper can be written as y n+1 = y n , 1 2 n+1 @ @y n Dx n+1 ; y n : 2
One of our main goals is to show, how three important neural network algorithms, i the self-organizing feature map SOFM 11 , 18 , ii the`neural-gas' NG algorithm 12 , and iii the maximum entropy learning rule ME 23 , 16 can be derived within the framework of robust encoding under di erent sources of noise and bandwidth variations or limitations. It has previously been noticed that source-channel coding may lead to a topological ordering of prototypes very similar to the SOFM 24 , 14 , 25 , 13 . The major contribution of this work is to demonstrate how generalized versions of the NG algorithm and ME learning t into this framework.
For several reasons, it is important to understand how di erent soft competition schemes are related to the empirical risk minimization framework naturally applied in adaptive v ector quantization. First, many competitive learning algorithms have been applied to vector quantization and data compression tasks, e.g., 26 . In our opinion, this is not satisfying without knowledge of the underlying objective function and the corresponding encoding scenario. Second, such knowledge has the advantage not only to guide algorithm design in potential applications, but also to supply a sound information-theoretic foundation. In particular, this insight will foster a more fundamental understanding how di erent learning schemes can be distinguished and how they can be systematically combined. Third, since articial neural networks are often used as models for biological neural systems, such an analysis establishes a connection between engineering problems and possible mechanisms developed by biological evolution of neural systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II-V successively develop the proposed robust vector quantization model as well as the corresponding algorithms for adaptive codebook design. The noise-free vector quantization scenario Section II is extended to cover channel noise Section III, random eliminations of prototypes Section IV, and bandwidth limitations Section V. Section VI deals with the combination and uni cation of these three models. In Section VII we address the problem of continuation methods. Finally, Section VIII summarizes results for compression of wavelet transformed video sequences from a teleconferencing application. II 1 Ties as events of measure zero are broken according to index order. 2 We will mainly focus on this choice of D, h o wever we will continue to use the more general notation D whenever this is possible.
B. On-line Learning for Noiseless Channels
Minimization of an empirical risk function like H vq by LBG or any other batch learning algorithm requires that all training data X are given prior to the optimization process.
For many i n teresting applications, it is more adequate to consider an on-line setting, where code vector estimates are adapted sequentially with the presentation of new data. To obtain on-line learning rules, we e v aluate the di erence between the centroid conditions for n and n+1 data, which is in the Euclidean case given by y n+1 , y n = ; c n+1 n+1 n n+1 x n+1 + n X i=1w i x i 4 w i ; c n+1 i n n , ; c n i n n+1 n n n n+1 : 5
Here n n P n i=1 ; c n i is the encoding frequency for y and the superscripts denote encoding functions and codebook vectors for n and n + 1 data, respectively. Since we do not want to recalculate the encoding of past data in an on-line setting, we make the approximation c n+1 i c n i and after dropping all unnecessary superscripts we arrive at the on-line rule y n+1 = y n + n+1 x n+1 ,y n ; n ; c n n n : 6 Eq. 6 corresponds to WTA learning with an individual learning rate for each prototype. The rate is inverse proportional to the number of assigned data vectors, which implies that prototypes representing only a small fraction of the past data keep a higher adaptivity than prototypes with high encoding frequencies. It is straightforward to add a forgetting mechanism with a time constant in order to be able to deal with non-stationary sources. In this case n n =n simply becomes a running average.
The above derivation of a learning rule from an online optimization principle is theoretically sound and yields asymptotically the correct relative update weights. However, the convergence rate might be too slow, and it is advantageous to include an additional learning gain to accelerate the adaptation. In our simulations we h a ve therefore utilized learning rate schedules, based on the`First Search Then Converge' heuristic 28 , n ; c n =1+ n n = 0 . By choosing 0 1, the plasticity of the weights is increased. A similar modi cation applies to the update rules derived in the sequel.
III. Vector Quantization for Noisy
Communication Channels
A. Source-Channel Coding
An important extension of the vector quantization problem known as source-channel coding is to consider a noisy transmission channel in the codebook design phase. We restrict the discussion to the case of discrete memoryless channels with known noise characteristics. Denote by s j one obtains Eq. 3, as expected. The above mechanism can also be applied, if the goal is not to communicate information via noisy channels, but to impose an a priori speci ed topology in the index space of prototypes as in the SOFM. In this case the transmission matrix exactly species the topology and connection strength between neurons.
B. Generalized SOFM Learning Rule
The relationship to the SOFM can be made more explicit by deriving the on-line learning equations corresponding to H svq . Proceeding along the same lines as in the noise-free case, we obtain a generalization of Eq. 6 16 with n s jcn =n n , where c n is now given by Eq. 8 instead of the WTA rule in Eq. 3 and n n P n i=1 s jci . The above soft competitive learning rule modi es the original SOFM learning 18 by de ning the`winner' as the neuron with minimal expected distortion, a property which also depends on the weights of neighboring neurons. In addition, each neuron has an individual learning rate as in the noise-free case.
IV. Robust Vector Quantization

A. Prototype Elimination Model
A second fundamental extension of the basic vector quantization model deals with random eliminations of codebook vectors and is called robust vector quantization 29 . The encoding transmission scheme for robust vector quantization, including channel noise is depicted in Fig. 1 .
In this communication model the codebook design addresses the problem, that certain prototypes may not be available at encoding time t due to a temporary codebook reduction Y t Y . In other words, the alphabet of the utilized code is dynamically reduced by randomly discarding certain indices without altering the reconstruction codebook Y.
In encoding applications codebook reductions might b e necessitated by rapidly varying bandwidth limits, a problem also known as variable rate vector quantization 4 . Usually, v ariable rate codebooks are designed to cover a large range of possible bandwidths, e.g., by storing hierarchies of codebooks of di erent size. This strategy is problematic for adaptive v ector quantization, since a large set of codebooks has to be adapted, creating severe performance problems especially in an on line setting. Contrary to this computationally expensive strategy, only one universal codebook has to be learned in the proposed robust vector quantization model. The codebook is designed to be most robust with respect to small uctuations in the availabilityofcodebook vectors. This model is expected to yield satisfactory results as long as the bandwidth variations are su ciently small.
In the biological context, prototype vectors correspond to neurons representing a speci c part of the input signal space, and eliminations of prototypes thus correspond to single neuron defects. To a c hieve robustness is clearly desirable for biological systems where defective units cannot be immediately replaced. The fault tolerance property aims at redundancy which contrasts the specialization achieved by W T A learning: specialization is only a valuable property if the system performance does not depend too heavily on single neurons. As a consequence, important parts of the signal space will be covered by more neurons than would be necessary under ideal operating conditions. B. The Generalized`Neural-Gas' Model
The random elimination induces encoding uncertainty about the available code alphabet, which is fundamentally di erent from the decoding uncertainty due to a noisy transmission channel. For every data vector we t h us introduce a ranking r i as a bijective mapping on f1; : : : ; m g. r i u denotes the prototype index having rank u, i.e. the u-th choice for encoding x i , while the inverse function r i r ,1 i denotes the rank of y . F or the data encoding at time t the y with the lowest rank r among the available part Y t Y of the codebook is used to encode x i , more formally c i arg min f: y2Y t g r i .
Consider the case of an independent elimination noise for y , i.e. prototype y has a probability o f 1 , o f being available at encoding time and the joint probability for sets of prototypes factorizes. In this case the objective function for robust vector quantization is given by 3 H rvq r; Y; X = 1 In Section III, we h a ve assumed the availability of a communication channel, possibly noisy, but with a capacity which perfectly matches the required bandwidth. In Section IV, a code vector elimination model was introduced which i s o f i n terest for robust encoding under rapidly varying bandwidth limitations. Here, we consider the problem of codebook design for a xed rate R. This constraint requires a constructive approximation of the distortion rate function 30 , 31 . Let us introduce association probabilities c i , which are probabilistic variants of the encoding function, c i denoting the probability of using y in reconstructing x i . W e consider f1; : : : ; n g to be our discrete source alphabet and f1; : : : ; m g to be our reconstruction 3 In case that all prototypes are eliminated the process is restarted, which results in an additional normalization by 1 , Q m =1 . 4 The nite source alphabet re ects the empirical approximation o f the source density. The discretization of the reconstruction alphabet can also be justi ed in the case of continuous source alphabets, as shown rigorously in 31 .
Besides non-negativity and normalization, CR is restricted to probabilistic encodings for which the mutual information between the optimal codeword prior distribution p and the encoding probabilities c does not to exceed the rate limit R. Minimization of the distortion rate function in principle allows us to design a codebook which asymptotically obtains the minimal distortion in encoding X at a given rate. The design of an optimal code relies on the prior knowledge of the encoding frequencies p . I f w e disregard this knowledge, being maximally ignorant instead by assuming p = 1 =K, the cross-entropy condition simpli es to a constraint on the negative e n tropy. In addition, the alternating minimization in Eq. 14 reduces to a single step, since constant p cancel out. The resulting equations are equivalent to the ones obtained by applying the maximum entropy principle to the empirical risk in Eq. 1, following an optimization technique known as deterministic annealing DA 23 , 35 , 16 . In the context of DA, the Lagrange parameter is identi ed with the computational temperature T . The ME stationary equations for the Euclidean case are thus simply given by c i = e ,xi,y 2 =T P m =1 e ,xi,y 2 =T ; y = P n i=1 c i x i P n i=1 c i : 15
Similarly the adaptation strength for the on-line equations is given by n = c n = P n i=1 c i .
VI. Unified Robust Vector Quantization Model
So far, we h a ve independently introduced three extensions of the basic codebook design problem. It remains to be seen how the di erent models could be combined. 18
As can be seen, the weights in the above generalized centroid condition combine the probabilistic e ects of the entropy and the channel noise by a m ultiplication of the association probabilities c i with the transmission matrix.
C. Prototype Elimination and the Maximum Entropy Principle
The maximum entropy v ersion of the prototype elimination model turns out to be the hardest problem. Denote elimination events by e f 1; : : : ; m g, i.e. e is the available subset of the reconstruction alphabet. Given elimination probabilities , each e v ent e has a probability For xed Y and elimination pattern e we compute the optimal association probabilities c e i by setting c e i = 0 whenever 6 2 e. Conceptually, the source code is optimized conditioned on the instantaneous availability of codebook vectors. However, we h a ve to nd one universal codebook for all events. This implies that for given association probabilities fc e i g, Y has to minimize the expected distortion, which yields centroid equations with weights P e P e c e i . The problem in evaluating these weights is the summation over 2 m index sets e and the required availability of the corresponding probabilities fc e i g. Since we are not aware of any e cient w ay to compute these weights, we focus in the following on approximations.
A systematical way to obtain an approximation in the T ! 0 limit is to consider probability distributions with truncated support, i.e. to restrict the association probabilities c e i such that jfc e i 0 : 2 egj g 8i and 8e. I n the maximum entropy case it is su cient to consider the support set being the g closest prototypes to x i since, otherwise, the expected distortion for constant e n tropy could be decreased by renumbering the prototypes. The following approximation scheme has a complexity growing like m g .
We discuss the g = 2 case, generalizations for g 2 are straightforward. Assume r i is the optimal ranking given by Eq. 11. An approximative solution is then given by X F e has an interpretation in terms of statistical physics, where it is known as the free energy 35 , 16 . Hence H uni is an average of free energies F e over elimination events e.
The T ! 0 truncated ME approximation is equivalent to restricting the minimization inside of F e to association probabilities with limited support, while the second approximation restricts the sum over events e. This demonstrates that both approximations minimize a cost function and thus yield convergent update schemes. If we denote by fc e i g the optimal choice of fq g in the de nition of F for xed index i and event e, the stationary equations corre- Eq. 24 naturally combines the encoding uncertainty and the transmission uncertainty. The channel noise is incorporated via transmission matrix coe cients s j , the prototype elimination probabilities via P e , and the e ect of the maximum entropy`smoothing' is represented by the asso- 
VII. Continuation Methods and Deterministic Annealing
There exists another important utilization of robust vector quantization as part of a continuation method 36 . The key idea in continuation methods is to optimize an objective function H by tracking solutions of a family of objective functions H a in the limit of a ! 0, where H 0 = H. These procedures primarily try to avoid unfavorable local minima b y smoothing H with increasing a. 5 In fact, all of the discussed competitive learning rules have been utilized in this context: i In 18 it was proposed to let the neighborhood strength shrink in a combined schedule with the learning rate. More recently, this idea has been discussed under the title of noisy channel relaxation in the context of source-channel coding 38 . A conceptual problem of these techniques in the noise-free case is the need to specify a complete noise model including a topology on the index space f1; : : : ; m g. ii In the original NG algorithm 12 the noise level was reduced according to the exponential law n+1 = r n , 0 r 1, since the authors wanted to accelerate learning and did not search for robust data representations. iii A continuation method based on the maximum entropy principle is known as deterministic annealing DA 39 , 23 , which is a deterministic variant o f simulated annealing SA 40 . With SA it shares the intuitive motivation from statistical physics to introduce a temperature scale T and to track solutions from high to low temperatures T ! 0 limit. In general, DA incorporates stochastic smoothing by optimizing over a probabilistic solution space, which m a y result in a signi cant speed-up compared to SA since no Monte Carlo sampling is required. DA i s a v ery general heuristic optimization technique which has been applied to many di erent combinatorial optimization problems, including the problem of adaptive codebook design 23 , 35 , 16 . Continuation methods like D A are optimization heuristics which h a ve empirically shown to result in a satisfactory tradeo between solution quality and algorithmic e ciency. However, due to the lack of theoretical insight about the geometry of solution curves, performance guarantees can not be given in the general case. In our opinion, DA methods for combinatorial and mixed combinatorial optimization problems are preferable due to the canonical way h o w entropy based`noise' control is implemented. However, one has to be aware of the fact, that the superiority of one continuation method over an alternative technique has not been proven so far and might not even be universally true, but could depend on the speci c problem and data.
VIII. Results
We h a ve tested the batch and on-line version of the presented vector quantization algorithm on wavelet transformed video sequences from a teleconferencing application. 6 Since severe bandwidth limitations as well as noisy transmission channels are a typical problem especially for wireless teleconferencing, we consider this experimental setup as a realistic scenario for robust vector quantization.
The wavelet transformation and the grouping scheme of wavelet coe cients into blocks is performed according to Antonini et al. 3 . All image sequences have been preprocessed by a three-level biorthogonal wavelet transformation 42 . Data vectors were generated by grouping neighboring wavelet coe cients in blocks of size 44 and 22 for each subband separately. This results in a multi-resolution codebook with independent codebooks for all detail signals. 7 Table I shows the result of a series of repeated experiments on the`Miss America' sequence with uniform elimination noise. Two facts are remarkable: i DA signi cantly improves the codebook optimization for all subbands and all elimination probabilities . F urthermore, the variance over di erent runs is reduced, compared to the corresponding T = 0 algorithm. ii The robust codebook design clearly reduces the sensitivity with respect to code vector eliminations. The overall best result was obtained with the annealed robust vector quantization algorithm. For = 0 the annealing was performed by decreasing T and in a joint s c hedule.
The results of further experiments with block and codebooks sizes as given by T able II are depicted in Fig. 2 . The rst experiment for the noise free case demonstrates, that codebooks designed by D A not only yield superior results on the training data, but also on new test data, as compared to the LBG algorithm. However, all codebooks obey a signi cant di erence of about 2 dB in PSNR between the training and the test error, which is due to data over tting. The second experiment in Fig. 3 on the same data demonstrates the advantages of a robust codebook design. The elimination probability w as uniformly set to 30, = = 0 :3. The channel noise was independent bitnoise with a 1 error rate. Notice that for a codebook of size K = 256 this results in a transmission error probability of about 8. The PSNR curves for typical codebooks show an improvement of approximately 3 dB on both, training and test data. This means that 50 of the PSNR loss due to noise are compensated by the robust design procedure. The improvement is clearly visible in the depicted example frames. The images encoded with robust codebooks are still of good quality. In contrast, the LBG design yields very noisy reconstructions with distortions which are typically observed for wavelet encoded images.
For the on-line competitive learning algorithms, we h a ve taken the rst 50 frames of the standard sequence`Salesman' 354 288 pixels. The`Salesman' sequence is known as a di cult sequence in teleconferencing, since the background is highly structured and thus possesses a significant high frequency contents. The acceleration gain 0 was set uniformly to 0 = 3 0 :0 in all experiments. Fig. 4 shows a typical on line learning run over 50 frames with We h a ve furthermore investigated the e ect of bit ip channel noise on the distortion induced by di erent on line learning rules. We h a ve documented an example run for 1 bitnoise in Fig. 5 . The improvement b y source-channel coding is around 1 dB in PSNR. The PSNR improvement i s clearly visible in the reconstructed frames, since the sourcechannel optimization signi cantly suppresses the e ect of noise. To study the robustness properties against elimination noise in an on-line setting, we h a ve performed a series of experiments on the`Salesman' and the`Miss America' sequence see Fig. 6 . For the`Salesman' sequence the improvement b y robust on line learning is about 0:8 d B a t a n elimination probability o f = 0 :3. On the`Miss America' sequence the gain is approximately 2 dB for = 0 :5.
Finally, w e h a ve i n vestigated the full robust model with elimination probabilities which depend on the prototype index according to the following scheme: The elimination probabilities for half of the codebook vectors are high, = q, and are recursively reduced, until a`core codebook' is obtained, which has zero elimination probability. As opposed to a uniform elimination probability, this will partially break the permutation symmetry of codewords. Prototypes with a very low elimination probability will be deployed di erently from those possessing a high probability of not being available at encoding time. Our experiments clearly indicate that the codebook design can take advantage of this design knowledge if compared to a uniform elimination model with the same average elimination probability. Furthermore, this setup is realistic for fast on-line rate control, since it is not recommendable to eliminate codebook vectors completely at random. The PSNR curves in Fig. 7 show, that the performance degradation of the Winner Take All rule is similar for uniform and non uniform elimination probabilities, while the robust vector quantizer can take advantage of the structured elimination model to further increase its performance.
Conclusion
We h a ve presented a robust vector quantization model with three distinctive t ypes of limitations on the data encoding and transmission: i noisy transmission channel, ii limited availability of codebook vectors, and iii rate constraints. As we h a ve shown, each of these limitations is related to prominent competitive learning algorithms: i the self-organizing feature map, ii a generalized version of the`neural-gas' algorithm, and iii the maximum entropy learning rule. The established correspondences result in an information theoretic characterization of these competitive learning schemes and o er a uni ed framework for their systematic combination. The uni ed model is suitable to handle the di erent limitations simultaneously and is, therefore, applicable to robust codebook design in many realistic encoding scenarios. On line adaptivity can be achieved with the discussed neural net update rules. Moreover, we h a ve stressed the fact that arti cially introducing`noise' and reducing the noise level in the course of optimization can signi cantly improve the codebook design. All our comparisons with standard techniques show that the increase in computational complexity i s b y far outweighted by the reduction of reconstruction loss.
